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ÉIREANN LORSUNG

An archaeology 

A boy's body on a national shore:
A cold coming they had of  it

A cow, a field, a pig, a stove, a child, a hoe, a horse, a plow, a plant used to
scrub iron kettles

A hundred or more of  them at one time

A red tulip in an old beer glass, a window with green-painted mullions
A scanner for the whole body

A translator was present but it wasn't the right translator
A wand which can detect human presence in shipping containers

Acknowledge: it's a little jarring, angle of  the bone unnatural
Afar, a lighthouse

All along, a knowledge of  end times
All of  us passing without speaking
All the passengers began walking in the direction of  the airport

Alone on hills or near only scrub oak, accidental planting

Along ridges an army of  rails
Along the road exhausted walkers hid themselves in brush

An airmail sticker on a package without a return address
An airplane hangar
An exhibit of  human bodies, whether on the news website or in the World's Fair 

Ancient hay meadows and the movement of  glaciers
Ancient meadows ploughed up for food production in WWII

And under his jacket? And under his jacket?
And yet they sleep

Any of  them, none of  them; it were a question of  counting
Anywhere in Europe

Apples on a tree (yellow, black branches) now in January even
Array that word sometimes used to describe a careful placement

As it happened the map of  Paris expanded to show the locations
Ashes began to come out of  it everywhere, where the body had been set 

(a malfunction)



At least ten houses in the district were emptied
At sea, the doctors lifted body after body drenched in salt

Bedcloth, gauze full of  blood, shortage of  bandages, the Red Cross airdropped   
socks and underwear; old hemp-linen sheets torn into strips

Beneath the driver's seat a secret compartment just large enough for an adult 
in the fetal position

Between the edge of  the land and the bodies there, only an intimation of  ocean

Blue packets, blue labels; ink wiped on the back of  the hand 
Blue sky, blue sea

By foot they arrived; over low mountains and through the last of  winter

Candles in silver holders on the eve of  a high holy day
Controle: 039

Country? That's just another word for give this up although you don't know why
Creating the history of  the colony with their own hands

Cross with no Jesus on it
Crossing the raft, the ship turned a blind eye

Dice-box flower, checker lily, snake's-head flower, leper lily
Did you think we would give all this up for the nothing of “economic migrancy”

Don't mistake the landscape for pretty: horror hides inside it and constitutes it 
but yes, it is beautiful here—and so peaceful

Each crossing a gamble: either way the angel of  death is attendant
Each photograph sliced in two 

Eglantine a word that never comes to mind, we now admit
Egret or heron rising from dark water

Elegy only a suggestion of  shore
Equally blue a drawing of  a bird and a bird

Ever? We had no reply

Every vehicle pulled aside had a Polish license plate
Every so often a length of  imagined thread
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Example a fact not conforming to the figure

Find one of  us and the rest will follow
For example a maroon stamp on the correct page, or a plastic card with a biometric 

chip

Girl with black hair running behind her mother or auntie
Green beginning along the canals as April comes into itself  

H. C. WILSON (a name written on the sides of  things)

Have any of  you been on agricultural land in the past month, the past year, at any time 
prior to your arrival

Have you prayed today?

Hay bales, discarded mistletoe, branch still attached

He handed her the last coins and shook his head
He hid his millions in a locked account
He rode in on what he left on
He said to us, Likely what you remember no one will remember

Heavy above us one shade of  grey for miles

Her deserted garden: jasmine, oranges, olives, shade beyond which an ocean;   
groves; the smell of  rosemary

Her one eye open

Here among unfamiliar signboards and between languages
Here at the border the main point of  anxiety
Here, horses in a field

Hereafter, short charging

Hickory not here, but hedgerows, high-tension lines

Hidden did not make things doubtful; it classified
Hidden in the sense of  what comes out

High above flat lands a reach of  sky
Higher the quantity we express using science

Hills behind in every land but this, here they're nowhere
Hog barn alight and one sow charging, I heard the tale
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Horsetails shooting through black plastic

I was over here speaking, sure no one could hear me
I wasn't from here, I didn't speak the language

If  anyone appeared in the shadows, under arches, along the hallway of  the hospital
If  you lie down the police with dogs will find you where you lie

In an unrecognizable installation, stay away from the plants which may be poisonous
In bracken, along bog edges, marsh edges, where reeds and cattails make a scrim;

in ditches where chemicals flow off  of  fields
In international waters
In one hand she held her mother's wedding ring
In the field chickweed begins erupting in February
In the last century objects flowed out of  Iran and Syria and into wealthy rooms

Incognito, incapacitated, incarnadine, cordite, carnelian
Inheritance or nothing

Interference: it is 1917 it is 1942 it is 2016

Is it there? Or was it somewhere else
Is this the land you aimed for when you set the compass?

It had been Sumerian, which made it valuable; now it was simply from Over There
It is possible that the small nation dissolved into the murk of  the new century
It was a gift, outright
It was tattooed onto the palm
It was unreadable, or became unreadable

Just there, where the chestnut trees are beginning to die off

Kievitsbloem extinct in the wild, so we planted it in our garden

Lambs born at the end of  March
Leeks lay in a trough

Listening devices in every crevice
Little-known German-speaking minority

Low-pressure systems coming through the whole area, and what was left after 

Nettle on the edge of  the field
Next? No next
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No map, no chart, no sextant, but someone put the directions in the private Facebook 
group

No one turn
No one turn around, no one look back
No, she says, and points that way: out
No written language, thus variant dialects within a ten-kilometer radius

Not everything pertinent to the sequence; and yet everything was there
Not long ago in the geologic scale of  things that old white woman was fifteen 

and jailed by border guards
Not long ago the field went from a clear rotation to year after year of  corn 
Not to say illiterate, although until recently we were

Nothing was complete

Now here's the one we called Antigone
Now, nothing

Oh my god, yes, we knew it was happening and we did nothing
One made a diagram of  the mountain route

Outside the synagogue several soldiers with large weapons
Overnight the searches began

Paying taxes, paying bribes, paying smugglers' fees, lying in the smothering truck 
as it jolts onto the train, with the Channel just ahead

Pelikan ink, erasable ink, no one turn around

Promised continent, where French millionaires move next door for lower taxes

Rare in the wild

Sanguisorba minor carrying the smell of  cucumber on unwashed hands
Scandinavian countries advocating for free trade with the Soviets in 1947

Seaweed miles from a shore
September, a thin lope around a lake

Shadow where their feet trod along fences and under batons

She hid in that room there, until discovered
She left behind a box with her childhood in it, her house also
She stood there, for all the world like a madonna, the train station moving around her 

and her child; where was she meant to go now?
She stuck her hand in, insisting it would help her arthritis



Shipping containers themselves

Sign at that gate reads beeswax and honey
Slight blue coloration of  the air here and in memory

Some lavender left after one evening stripping thin stalks
Some of  this we might have anticipated
Some time later, still under those same trees

Someone was bringing birches in, roping them in bundles
Source no one speaks about: some toxin

Stacks of  paintings in forgotten vaults
Standing under yew branches

Stickers on doors cannot counteract legislative action, and the borders begin to close
Still the wild lily struggled on our domestic ground

Such as Evergreen, Hanjin, Maersk, Yang Ming

The guards were German-speaking
The houseplants nodded in a shattered upstairs window
The land was waiting for them before they were the land's
The nibs were detached from the pen and the pen was lost
The prime minister and the secretary of  state at the atom bomb memorial
The smallest children beneath their parents' knees or on their laps as the raft bounded
The stillest point
The tendency for ancient feed plants to emerge in disturbed ground; to call them 

weeds
The territory was known for its savagery, and the fineness of its cloth
The transfusion brought the boy's color back
The way time crosses itself  in this space; in every space

These days a fixation on the documents that prove an origin

They took fingerprints at each entry point
They walked through the city and then down the Champs-Élysées 

Thin slip of  fabric printed with plum flowers
Through the cellulose her face distorted, like a lost year

True, not long ago there was no industrial fertilizer in this region
Trusted the search engine and look what it got us:
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Until 1947, at which point the United States infused the region with millions of  dollars

V-generation a grass which failed to catch, genetically speaking
Vastness first a separation

Vestibules holding bodies, every small space a body waiting

Via backs of  trucks, behind screens, standing in ditches, lying under straw, in boxes,
under false names, crouching through customs inspections, breathless, smelling
like dogs so dogs don't smell them

Via hill routes, the southern part of  the country, land we only rarely see, the sheen of  
river at some distance

Via lowlands next to ocean

Viburnum with its leaves shining like wax
Voices like these not on the list of  the missing

Walk west and walk north and avoid the inkpad and the police
Walked out of  the ocean itself  and died as they approached

Was it true that at the border you had to give your possessions to the guard?

We brought blue flowers in from fields we didn’t own
We covered the stove with Delft tiles
We felt there was nothing we could do
We filled it with scale models of our belief
We laid our bones across one another, to be found like that
We made a space between New Year’s Eve and Epiphany
We watched them come up the cliffs 

Weir, fishbed, river a straightened ellipsis after 1918

What blue
What red flowers were worked here in what hand
What was lying here? Just a few candle-ends, a bell without a clapper
What was to be found after the explosions?
What we called a century was something else: a field left unplowed a little too long
What's history? It's that old-fashioned hatstand in the corner; no one wants it

When became the question others could solve
When, an issue of  movement

Where fields awaited planting by hand, work no machine could do



White heat across afternoons, even now
Whiteness in the distance, was it cliffs or an underskirt decaying, hung midair

Who did you vote for this time?
Wing of  a bird torn off  by hand

With a chisel
With a hammer

Wolfsmelk, distle, despite translative equivalents a refusal to translate
Would you believe it, this was the main shopping district

Wren in the rosemary

X-raying the semitrucks as they pass through UK customs

Yes, she said, but the lieutenant's face said a distinct no
Young women with open arms, laundry detergent, dry goods at border stations
Your hand empty, your ticket null belief; your new continent, your imagined safe

passage

Note: This poem borrows its form from Carolyn Forché’s poem “On Earth,” in Blue Hour.
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